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Abstract
The early emission of streamers in laboratory long air gaps under switching impulses has been
observed to reduce the time of initiation of leader positive discharges. This fact has been
arbitrarily extrapolated by the manufacturers of early streamer emission devices to the case of
upward connecting leaders initiated under natural lightning conditions, in support of those
non-conventional terminals that claim to perform better than Franklin lightning rods. In order
to discuss the physical basis and validity of these claims, a self-consistent model based on the
physics of leader discharges is used to simulate the performance of lightning rods in the
laboratory and under natural lightning conditions. It is theoretically shown that the initiation of
early streamers can indeed lead to the early initiation of self-propagating positive leaders in
laboratory long air gaps under switching voltages. However, this is not the case for positive
connecting leaders initiated from the same lightning rod under the influence of the electric
field produced by a downward moving stepped leader. The time evolution of the development
of positive leaders under natural conditions is different from the case in the laboratory, where
the leader inception condition is closely dependent upon the initiation of the first streamer
burst. Our study shows that the claimed similarity between the performance of lightning rods
under switching electric fields applied in the laboratory and under the electric field produced
by a descending stepped leader is not justified. Thus, the use of existing laboratory results to
validate the performance of the early streamer lightning rods under natural conditions is not
justified.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Since the middle of the last century, data gathered from
laboratory experiments in long air gaps have been utilized in
many ways to understand the physical mechanisms of lightning
flashes [1]. In the laboratory, it has been observed that in a rod-
to-rod configuration under a steep-fronted impulse voltage,
a leader discharge develops from the high voltage negative
electrode, while a similar discharge also develops from the
earthed rod electrode. Thus, the breakdown process occurs
when these two discharges meet somewhere in the middle of
the gap. Given the similarities between the lightning flash

and the electric sparks shown by Benjamin Franklin himself
[2], it is possible to relate the final stage in the development
of the lightning stroke to the phenomenon observed in the
laboratory [3]. Thus, some physical properties of both the
negative downward lightning leader which propagates from
the cloud towards the ground and the upward connecting
positive leaders initiated from grounded objects were first
interpreted based on the leaders observed in the laboratory
[4–7]. Moreover, the knowledge on the discharge mechanisms
and certain basic physical parameters of streamers and leaders
gathered from long gap experiments opened the doors to the
physical modelling of lightning leaders [8–15].
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However, it is believed that laboratory experiments cannot
fully simulate the conditions under natural lightning [16]. This
is the case since most laboratory leaders are apparently not long
enough to become fully ‘thermalized’. Therefore, the leaders
in the laboratory require larger background electric fields to
propagate in comparison with the lightning leaders [17]. Hence
there are still doubts on the validity of the procedures in which
experimental results obtained from leaders in laboratory long
air gaps are utilized and extrapolated to perform calculations
pertinent to lightning [18].

Despite this fact, long gap laboratory experiments are
nowadays indiscriminately used to simulate the conditions
under which upward connecting positive leaders are initiated
from lightning rods under natural conditions [19–25]. The
continuation of this practice has been fuelled by the recent
use of laboratory experiments to assess the efficiency of
early streamer emission (ESE) terminals to attract lightning
according to some national standards [26, 27]. The
manufacturers of these ESE devices claim that their terminals
have a larger lightning protection zone than the one offered by
a conventional Franklin rod under similar conditions [26–28].
These claims are substantiated by the fact that the earlier
initiation of streamers in laboratory air gaps under switching
voltages leads to the reduction of the leader initiation time
and therefore to a shorter time to breakdown [19–21]. This
reduction in the leader initiation in the laboratory has been
arbitrarily extrapolated to the natural case by ESE supporters.
The main assumption of this extrapolation is that the switching
electric fields applied in laboratory ‘fairly approximate’ the
electric fields produced by the descent of a negative downward
moving stepped leader [19–21].

The ESE terminals are equipped with a discharge
triggering device to increase the probability of streamer
initiation upon the approach of a downward lightning leader
[26–28]. According to the proponents of ESE terminals,
this would reduce the average statistical time related to the
upward connecting leader inception, such that there would be
a ‘time advantage’ for the initiation of a continuous upward
propagating leader from an ESE terminal. The time advantage
would lead to a gain in the length of the upward connecting
leader initiated from an ESE terminal compared with an
upward leader initiated from a conventional Franklin rod under
the same conditions [26–28]. Therefore, the area of lightning
protection of an ESE terminal is claimed to be larger above
that of a conventional Franklin rod.

However, the discussion on the efficiency of such air
terminals has been the subject of much controversy [29, 30].
This is due to the existing doubts on the validity of laboratory
experiments to assess the efficiency of air terminals and the
procedure used to evaluate the performance of the ESE devices
[31]. Even though the best way to evaluate the efficiency of air
terminals is to test them in the field under natural conditions,
there are several practical limitations that make it difficult to
gather conclusive experimental evidence from such tests [30].
Thus, there is a lack of scientific and technical bases either to
reject or to accept these devices [30].

Since all the ESE devices have the common characteristic
that they enhance ionization of the air in the immediate vicinity

of the terminal, a major question that needs to be solved is
how this additional ionization acts to enhance the upward
connecting leader initiation [30]. This question has to be
answered through a careful analysis of the statistical time lag to
leader initiation in the laboratory and the time span between the
streamer initiation and the connection between the downward
and the upward leaders under natural lightning. Due to the
limitations of laboratory experiments and the difficulties of
field tests, it appears that the theoretical simulation of electrical
discharges both in the laboratory and in natural lightning is one
of the best tools available to assess the performance of ESE
terminals. Unfortunately, the problem of statistical time lags
is very complex and it has been avoided in the existing models
of leader discharges [30].

In this paper, a recently proposed self-consistent model for
the time-dependant evaluation of the inception and propagation
of leader discharges [13–15] is used to investigate the above
presented question. Hence, the initiation and development
of positive leaders is simulated taking into account the time
variation of the electric fields applied in the laboratory and
those produced by the descent of the downward moving leader.
The model also takes into consideration the space charge
created by streamers and aborted leaders, so that the influence
of the streamer initiation condition on the leader development
can be evaluated. Based on the obtained results, the validity
of the ESE concept under natural conditions is discussed.

2. Time dependent evaluation of the leader inception
and propagation

The development of positive leader discharges from an air
terminal under laboratory and natural lightning conditions
is simulated with the model described in [14, 15]. This
model predicts the initiation and propagation of positive
leaders taking into account the time variation of the existing
background electric field as well as the space charge created
by streamers and aborted leaders. Based on the model, the
main physical parameters of the leaders, namely, the charge per
unit length, potential gradient, channel radius, injected current
and propagation velocity, are self-consistently computed. The
model has been successfully applied to estimate the unstable
and stable leader inception times [14] as well as the times
to breakdown [15] in laboratory long gaps under switching
voltage impulses. In addition, the predictions of the model
regarding upward connecting lightning leaders have been
validated with the results of an altitude rocket triggered
lightning experiment [14]. Good agreement between the
results of the model and the measured upward leader current,
the upward initiation time and the interception point between
both leaders was found in [14, 15].

The evaluation of the streamer initiation condition is
performed by considering both the minimum electric field
required to create a streamer and the statistical distribution
of the primary electron that starts the electron avalanche [4].
The former condition, better known as the streamer criterion, is
defined by a critical number of electrons in the avalanche head
that leads to the formation of a stable streamer [4,8]. The size
of the avalanche head is calculated by integrating the Townsend
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avalanche equation [4] which considers the electrons created
by ionization and lost by attachment before the avalanche
reaches the electrode surface. The latter condition is related
to the probability of the appearance of the first electron that
initiates the avalanche [4,5]. It is computed by considering the
critical volume around the tip of the rod, where the production
of an electron leads to an avalanche with the critical size, and
the number of free electrons produced per unit volume per
unit time. Since both the size of the critical volume and the
production of free electrons vary with electric field strength, the
probability density pi(t) for streamer inception is evaluated in
time according to [4,5]. Due to the fact that the rate of electron
production in the critical volume changes with humidity [4],
lower values of the electron production rate than the ones
reported in [5] are used in this paper to consider a case with
high humidity.

3. The ESE concept in the laboratory under
switching voltage impulses

In order to reproduce the conditions under which the early
streamer concept was discovered, an electrode configuration
similar to the one used in [19–21] is utilized in the simulations.
The considered electrode arrangement consists of a grounded
lightning rod 3.5 m tall under a plane electrode located 13 m
above the ground plane. Since the details of the geometry of
the tested rod are not reported in [19–21], a hemispherically
capped rod with a tip radius of 0.015 m is used. For the
simulation of the leader development in the laboratory, a
switching voltage impulse with a peak value of 3.2 MV and
a risetime of 350 µs is chosen to roughly reproduce the
conditions reported in [19–21]. In addition, this voltage
impulse is superimposed on a dc voltage equal to 130 kV
to reproduce the thundercloud electric field of 10 kV m−1

according to [19–21].
Figure 1 shows the simulated streak image of a positive

leader propagating in the gap under the switching voltage
impulse. In order to consider the statistical time lag for
streamer inception and its effect on the leader initiation
time, two extreme cases for the streamer inception times are
considered. The lower extreme (figure 1(a)) corresponds to the
minimum possible streamer inception time t

(min)

i given by the
streamer inception criterion [4]. The upper limit (figure 1(b))
is the probabilistic maximum streamer inception time t

(max)

i
where the probability to produce a free electron to initiate the

streamer is close to one
∫ t (max)

0 pi(t) dt ≈ 1. Thus, the streamer
inception times of the considered lightning rod range between
those limits according to the probability distribution function
pi(t) shown in figure 1(a). The unstable leader inception
time t ′i shown in figure 1 corresponds to the moment when
the stem of the second streamer burst is thermalized and the
first leader segment is created. The stable leader inception time
t1 is given by the moment when the propagation of the newly
created leader is self-maintained by the existing electric field.
It is estimated from the extrapolation of the leader tip position
back along its continuous growth from the streak image [6].
The time to breakdown tB is defined as the moment when the
streamers in front of the leader tip reach the upper plane.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Simulated streak image of the propagation of a positive
leader in a 9.5 m long air gap under a switching voltage impulse for
different streamer inception times: (a) the minimum possible
streamer inception time, (b) the probabilistic maximum streamer
inception time.

As seen in figure 1, the simulated unstable and stable
leader inception times t ′i and t1 as well as the time to breakdown
tB decrease when the streamer inception ti takes place earlier.
Thus, if a streamer is ‘triggered’ earlier either by lowering the
minimum streamer inception time or by narrowing the streamer
inception probability distribution function, a reduction of the
leader inception and breakdown times is obtained. This
predicted improvement of the leader inception time in the
laboratory by reducing the streamer initiation time agrees
with the experimental results presented by Berger [19–21].
According to him, the leaders initiated from a terminal with
a streamer triggering unit ‘starts very early, well under the
inception times of the Franklin rod leader’ [19]. Based
on streak images obtained during the experiment, the tested
ESE device showed a time advantage of about 75 µs in the
leader inception time compared with the control Franklin rod
[19]. In addition, the mean value of the time-to-breakdown
probability distribution of the tested ESE terminal was also
lower compared with the one of the control Franklin rod [21].
Note that the simulation shown in figure 1 also predicts that
the time to breakdown tB in the air gap is reduced when the
streamer initiation occurs earlier.

Unfortunately it is not possible to make a direct
quantitative comparison between our predictions (figure 1)
and the experimental results reported in [19–21]. This is
the case since the simulations do not exactly correspond to
the conditions in the experiment, since details of neither the
tested rods nor the applied voltage waveform were reported
by Berger. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the authors do not
intend to exactly simulate the leader development from the ESE
device tested in [19–21], given the lack of information about
the internal circuit of the ESE triggering unit. Nonetheless,
similar leader characteristics as the ones predicted in figure 1
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can be expected from such a device. Even though the triggering
unit of the tested ESE generates voltage pulses up to 7 kV peak
value [33], such low voltages applied to the terminal tip do
not influence the propagation of the leader according to our
simulations. Such pulses only increase the size of the critical
volume available for the production of a free electron, reducing
the statistical variations of the streamer inception time.

It is important to mention that in this paper the variations
in the time to breakdown caused by the geometric fluctuations
of the leader path [32] are not taken into account. Thus, only
the variations in the time to breakdown caused by statistical
fluctuations in the streamer and leader initiation times are
simulated. In addition, the sudden changes in charge and
light emission that have been observed during the propagation
of leaders under long time to crest in the laboratory [5]
are not simulated here. This is because of the fact that
laboratory leaders propagating under those conditions grow
continously irrespective of the sudden changes in charge and
light emission [5].

4. Effect of the voltage waveform applied in the
laboratory on the propagation of positive leaders

As presented in the previous section, a reduction of the leader
initiation time can be obtained under switching voltages by
triggering an early streamer from a rod. However, this result
has been extrapolated to the natural conditions of lightning
[19–21, 26–28] using the argument that the leaders in the
laboratory resemble the upward connecting lightning leaders.
Based on this assumption, the manufacturers of ESE devices
claim that their terminals launch upward connecting leaders
earlier than a Franklin rod under natural conditions. The basis
for this assumption is that the switching electric fields applied
in the laboratory ‘fairly approximate’ the rising electric field
produced by the downward lightning stepped leader [19, 21].

In order to evaluate how well the switching voltage
waveform approximates the lightning electric fields, the
simulations are repeated considering the electric field produced
by the descent of the downward moving leader. For the
analysis, the potential of the upper plane is defined such that the
electric field at the ground plane is equal to the one produced
by a downward leader. A straight negative leader channel
descending with a continuous average velocity of 2×105 m s−1

directly overhead the rod is considered. The charge density of
the downward leader channel is computed as a function of the
prospective return stroke peak current according to [34].

Figure 2 shows the comparison between the switching
electric field applied in the laboratory and the electric
fields produced by downward leaders with charge density
corresponding to different prospective return stroke peak
currents. As suggested in [19], the waveforms are aligned
in time such that the natural and the switching electric fields
coincide at the moment when the ionization processes starts at
the tip of the rod. The simulated streak images of the leaders
propagating in the studied laboratory air gap, under electric
fields corresponding to the approach of a downward leader
with prospective return stroke currents of 3, 5 and 10 kA, are
shown in figure 3.

Figure 2. Comparison between the laboratory switching electric
field and the electric field produced by the descent of a downward
leader with different prospective return stroke peak currents.

As seen in figure 3, some features of the propagation of
positive leaders under lightning-like electric fields are different
compared with the case under the ‘equivalent’ switching
waveform (figure 1). First, the lengths of the leaders under
lightning-like electric fields are shorter than the leader length
under the ‘equivalent’ switching waveform. For instance,
the leader simulated under the electric field produced by a
downward leader with a prospective return stroke current
of 5 kA (figure 3(b)) is about three times shorter than the
leader corresponding to the ‘equivalent’ switching waveform
(figure 1). Second, the unstable leader inception t ′i takes place
a long time after the inception of the first streamer ti for the case
of lightning-like electric fields (t ′i − ti is about 120 µs, 200 µs
and 350 µs for prospective return stroke currents of 3 kA, 5 kA
and 10 kA, respectively). For the switching waveform, this
time difference t ′i − ti is only about 25 µs. In addition, notice
that more than one aborted leader could be produced before
the initiation of the stable leader in the case of lightning-
like electric fields (figures 3(b) and (c)). Third, the time
difference between breakdown tB and stable leader inception
t1 is significantly shorter when lightning-like electric fields
are applied. For the lightning-like waveform, the time span
tB − t1 is shorter than 40 µs for the three prospective return
stroke currents considered in this paper, while this time span
is longer than 150 µs for the switching case.

These basic differences are mainly caused by the manner
in which the switching and the lightning-like electric fields
change in time (figure 2). In contrast to the switching case, the
streamer inception ti for the case of lightning-like electric fields
takes place when the background electric field increases slowly.
This leads to a longer dark period (time where no streamers are
produced) in comparison with the switching case. This dark
period ends when the applied electric field is high enough to
restore the electric field at the tip of the rod, which is shielded
by the space charge injected by the first streamer. After the
dark period, a new streamer is produced. Nevertheless, an
aborted leader can be produced if the lightning-like electric
field is still changing slowly (figures 3(b) and (c)) so as to
compensate the voltage drop at the tip of the newly created
leader segment. Otherwise, the stable leader is incepted and
starts propagating continuously as the lightning electric field
rate of change quickly increases. At the same time, the front
of the streamer corona at the tip of the leader channel extends
with a faster velocity than the leader tip and reaches the upper
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3. Simulated streak images of leaders under the electric field
produced by the descent of a downward leader with different
prospective return stroke currents: (a) 3 kA, (b) 5 kA, (c) 10 kA.

electrode soon after the stable leader inception time t1. Hence,
the time available for the propagation of the leader is short and
the gap is mostly bridged by the streamers even if the leader
channel is not long.

Now, let us evaluate the validity of the early streamer
concept for the case of lightning-like waveforms in the
laboratory. Figure 4 shows the simulated streak image of
a positive leader propagating in a laboratory air gap under
lightning-like electric fields for the two extreme conditions
of streamer inception. A downward leader with a prospective
return stroke current of 5 kA is used in this case. Observe that
despite the fact that the probability distribution for streamer
initiation extends for more than 180 µs, the time to stable
leader inception t1 and to breakdown tB is not affected by the
streamer inception time ti. If a streamer is triggered earlier
from a rod under lightning-like electric fields in the laboratory
(figure 4(a)), further bursts of streamers and aborted leaders
would be produced, without any significant change in the
stable leader inception time t1 compared with the case of a
late streamer (figure 4(b)).

The above presented results clearly show that the
switching voltage impulses used in the laboratory do not ‘fairly
approximate’ the electric fields produced by the descent of a
downward stepped leader as claimed in [19–21, 26–28]. Since
the rate of increase of the lightning electric fields changes from
slow to fast, while the switching electric field rate of change
varies from fast to slow (figure 2), the development of leaders
from rods under both conditions is different. Moreover, it
is demonstrated that a ‘time advantage’ in the initiation of
leaders from lightning rods under switching impulses does not
imply an improvement in the leader inception under lightning

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Simulated streak image of the leader propagation in the
laboratory under the electric field produced by a downward leader
with a prospective return stroke current of 5 kA for different streamer
inception times: (a) the minimum possible streamer inception time,
(b) the probabilistic maximum streamer inception time.

electric fields at all. Hence, it is not appropiate to use
laboratory experiments under switching impulses to evaluate
the efficiency of rods to attract lightning, as suggested by some
national standards [26, 27]. Such experiments downplay the
physics of the leader discharges under lightning electric fields,
as pointed out in this section. In the same manner, the presented
results conclusively show that the evaluation of the conditions
for initiation and propagation of leaders in real lightning cannot
be based on the direct use of experimental results of leaders
under switching voltage impulses. For this reason, the models
derived from air gaps under laboratory switching conditions
cannot be used for lightning studies given the differences
in the electric field variation, as presented above. This is
the case of the critical radius concept [35], the generalized
leader inception model of Rizk [36] or other models based on
semiempirical equations [37, 38] which are generally used to
evaluate the initiation of upward positive connecting leaders
under natural lightning conditions [39–41].

5. The ESE principle under lightning conditions

Similar to the analysis presented in the previous section, it
can be shown that the ESE concept does not produce any
improvement when the lightning rod is directly exposed to
the influence of a downward moving leader. However, it is
necessary to keep in mind that a glow corona may appear at the
tip of grounded rods during thunderstorms, before a streamer
is produced by the approach of the downward leader [42]. The
glow corona produces negative ions and metaestable excited
neutral species [30], which could increase the number of free
electrons produced per unit volume per unit time compared
with the case in the laboratory. This means that the statistical
variation of the time to streamer initiation from lightning rods
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Simulated streak image of the leader propagation under
the electric field produced by a downward leader with a prospective
return stroke current of 10 kA for different streamer inception times:
(a) the minimum possible streamer inception time, (b) the
probabilistic maximum streamer inception time.

under natural conditions may be smaller than in the laboratory.
Nevertheless, the produced glow corona could also delay the
generation of streamers from grounded rods since the injected
corona space charge shields the electric field close to the tip of
the rod [42]. This effect would depend significantly upon the
local wind velocity [30].

Due to the lack of information on the density of free
electrons at the tip of grounded objects under thunderstorms,
the values used in the previous sections are used here for
the calculations of statistical streamer inception times under
lightning conditions. Figure 5 shows the predictions pertinent
to the development of an upward positive leader connecting a
downward moving negative leader with the prospective return
stroke peak current of 10 kA. Similar features of the leader
initiation and propagation as the ones discussed for lightning-
like electric fields in the laboratory are obtained. Therefore,
there is no change in the initiation time or length of the
upward leader by triggering an early streamer. Moreover, the
connection of the downward leader with the upward leader
also takes place at the same instant regardless the time of
streamer inception. Even if the time difference in the streamer
inception times evaluated in figure 5 is about 300 µs, there is
not any ‘gain’ in the upward leader length by triggering an early
streamer. This result clearly shows that even if ESE terminals
increase the probability of streamer inception [26–28], they
would not affect the initiation or the length of self-propagating
upward connecting leaders.

Since most commercial ESE devices operate by the
application of a voltage pulse to the tip of the rod [33], it
is relevant to investigating the effect of such a voltage on the
above presented results. Figure 6 shows the predictions of
the distance between the downward leader tip and the rod
at the moment of connection with the upward leader (final
jump) for different voltage levels applied to the rod. In the

Figure 6. Simulated final jump (interception) distance as a function
of the amplitude of the external square voltage pulse applied to the
tip of a lightning rod. Prospective return stroke peak currents of 5,
10 and 30 kA are considered.

simulation, square voltage pulses are assumed to be applied
to the upper section of the rod at the moment of inception
of the second streamer. In this way, the influence of the
external voltage on the upward leader propagation is directly
determined. Prospective return stroke peak currents of 5, 10
and 30 kA are considered. As seen in figure 6, there is no
change in the final jump (interception) distance when applying
an external voltage to the terminal tip, unless a square voltage
pulse with a peak value larger than 500 kV is applied to the
rod. Since the voltage pulse applied to the tip of most ESE
terminals is generated from the energy supplied by the ambient
electric field, the peak value of such pulses is not larger than
few tens of kilovolts [19, 30, 33]. This value is far below
the required voltage to make any improvement in the upward
leader length at the moment of connection. Hence, the external
voltage applied to the tip of ESE terminals does not influence
the propagation of the upward connecting leader, contrary to
the claims of some ESE manufacturers.

Another controversial issue in the ESE claims deals with
the velocity of the upward connecting leader after its stable
initiation. In order to compute the ‘gain’ in the length of a
connecting leader initiated from an ESE terminal compared
with a conventional Franklin rod, the ESE proponents assume
that the velocity of the upward leader is close to 106 m s−1

[26, 27]. In order to illustrate the physical conditions after
inception, figure 7 shows the simulated streak image, velocity
and current of an upward connecting leader. A downward
leader with a prospective return stroke peak current of 5 kA is
assumed to descend with an average velocity of 2×105 m s−1.
Observe that after the unstable inception time t ′i , the connecting
leader propagates with low velocity and current (lower than
104 m s−1 and 0.5 A). As the downward leader approaches
the ground, the upward connecting leader starts accelerating
continuously reaching the stable propagation condition t1.
After this, the velocity of the connecting leader is close to
the values observed in laboratory leaders [4–6]. Finally,
the upward leader velocity reaches in this case up to about
6 × 104 m s−1 at the moment of interception. In addition,
note that the velocity of the upward connecting leader at
the moment of initiation for the simulated 3.5 m tall rod is
not even comparable to the velocity of the downward leader
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Predictions of the propagation of an upward connecting
under the electric field produced by a downward leader with velocity
of 2 × 105 m s−1 and the prospective return stroke current of 5 kA.
(a) streak image and (b) leader current and velocity.

(assumed as 2 × 105 m s−1). Similar results were obtained
for prospective return stroke currents up to 30 kA. A detailed
analysis of the velocity of upward connecting leaders can
be found in [43]. Therefore, it is completely unrealistic
to consider that the velocity of upward connecting leaders
after their initiation is close to 106 m s−1 as claimed by ESE
supporters [19–21, 26, 27].

The results presented in this section clearly show that
the early streamer concept does not produce any effect on
the initiation or propagation of upward connecting leaders
under lightning conditions. Even though the early streamer
concept applies for leaders propagating in the laboratory
under switching waveforms, it does not influence connecting
leaders propagating under the electric fields produced by
a downward moving leader. Thus, the early emission of
streamers from lightning rods does not lead to longer upward
leaders at the moment of attachment of the downward leader
and consequently to longer lightning protection zones. This
is because the ‘gain’ in the length of the upward connecting
leader attributed to ESE terminals is based on flawed concepts.
At best, the ESE terminals perform similar to a conventional
Franklin rod.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, the validity of the ESE concept is theoretically
evaluated with an up-to-date self-consistent leader inception
and propagation model based on the physics of leader
discharges. It is found that an early streamer triggered from a
lightning rod tested under switching impulse waveforms leads
to the quicker initiation of positive leaders, in agreement with

laboratory experiments. However, this ESE effect does not
apply for lightning rods under the electric fields produced by
downward lightning leaders. Due to the fact that the rate of
increase in the lightning electric fields changes from slow to
fast, while the switching electric field rate of change varies
from fast to slow, the development of positive leaders from
lightning rods under natural conditions and in the laboratory
is different. Thus, the length of the upward connecting leader
at the moment of attachment of the downward stepped leader
is not affected by the time of initiation of the first streamer.
This fact clearly shows that the ESE concept does not work for
lightning rods exposed to the influence of downward moving
leaders and that the claimed enlarged lightning protection area
of ESE devices is physically not plausible.
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